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Ekmel Ertan works as artist, curator and educator. Ertan is the founder and artistic 
director of İstanbul based amberPlatform/BIS (Beden-İşlemsel Sanatlar Derneği /
Body-Process Arts Association), which is a research and production platform on art 
and new technologies. Ertan is the artistic director of the international “amber Art 
and Technology Festival” in Istanbul since 2007. He curated international exhibitions 
and events produced by amberPlatform and several others as an independent cura-
tor. Ertan has been the local director or coordinator of international projects (8 of 
them supported by Creative Europe, one by Horizon 2020 etc.) based in Turkey and 
Europe in the conjunction of art and technology, and society. 

Ertan has exhibited his new media installations, photography and collaborative per-
formance works in Turkey, Europe and The States. 

Ertan received his BSc degree in Electronics / Communication Engineering from the 
Technical University of Istanbul and his MA degree on Interactive Media Design from 
Yıldız Technical University. He worked as a design and test engineer on telecommu-
nication systems in Turkey, Germany and Belgium. He started a multimedia design 
company in 1997 in Istanbul. Between 1999 and 2006 he taught new media design 
at Istanbul Bilgi University, Istanbul Technical University, and Yıldız Technical Univer-
sity; between 2006 and 2014 he taught at Sabancı University. Currently he is living 
and working in Berlin.

Ekmel Ertan arbeitet als Künstler, Kurator und Pädagoge. Ertan ist Gründer und kün-
stlerischer Leiter der amberPlatform/BİS (Beden-İşlemsel Sanatlar Derneği /Body-
Process Arts Association), die eine Forschungs- und Produktionsplattform für Kunst 
und neue Technologien ist. Ertan ist seit 2007 künstlerischer Leiter des internatio-
nalen “amber Art and Technology Festival” in Istanbul. Er kuratierte internationale 
Ausstellungen und Veranstaltungen von amberPlatform
und weitere als unabhängiger Kurator. Ertan war lokaler künstlerischer Leiter bzw. 
Koordinator internationaler Projekte (8 davon unterstützt von Creative Europe, 
eines von Horizon 2020 etc.) in der Türkei und Europa, die sich an der Schnittstelle 
von Kunst, Technologie und Gesellschaftpositionieren.

Ertan hat seine New Media-Installationen, Fotografien und kollaborativen Perfor-
mancearbeiten in der Türkei, Europa und den USA ausgestellt.

Ertan erhielt seinen BSc-Abschluss in Elektronik / Nachrichtentechnik von der Tech-
nischen Universität Istanbul und seinen MA-Abschluss in Interactive Media Design 
von der Technischen Universität Yıldız. Er arbeitete als Design- und Testingenieur 
für Telekommunikationssysteme in der Türkei, Deutschland und Belgien. Er grün-
dete 1997 in Istanbul ein Multimedia-Designunternehmen. Von 1999 bis 2006 lehrte 
er New Media Design an der Istanbul Bilgi Universität, der Technischen Universität 
Istanbul und der Technischen Universität Yıldız; von 2006 bis 2014 lehrte er an der 
Sabancı Universität. Derzeit lebt und arbeitet er in Berlin.
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Edited by Ebru Kurbak
“Crafted Logic for a Different -Big- Machine” article by Ekmel Ertan
Publisher: Revolver Publishing
Year: 2018

Talks on Art Direction
“Sanat Yönetimi Üzerine Konusmalar”
Edited by Esra A. Aysun
Contributors: Özlem Ece, Ayça Ince, Gökçe Dervisoglu Okandan, Ekmel Ertan
Publisher: Yapı Kredi Yayınları
Year: 2014



Curatorial Works



Curated by Ekmel Ertan, Isın Önol

from the coratorial text: “In fields such as audio engineer-
ing, electronics and physics certain signals of noise are re-
ferred to with names of colours. White, pink, blue or black 
noises have different characteristics; the colour of noise 
refers to the spectrum of energy that it carries. Black noise 
is a type of noise where the dominant energy level is zero 
throughout all frequencies, with occasional sudden rises; it 
is also defined as silence.
In choosing the title of the exhibition as Black Noise, we 

aimed to make use of its meaning in physics as well as the 
contradiction created by the name, but were also interest-
ed in the associations of each of these two words: black and 
noise. These two are words that both have negative asso-
ciations or connotations. While black implies darkness, the 
concealed, and the one playing the bad, noise suggests a 
disturbing situation, a set of circumstances that obstructs 
communication. The combination of these two words, with 
negative associations that are more pronounced, provides 
an account of silence, which might be considered to be neg-
ative, but is also identified with peacefulness and tranquil-

lity, or understanding and wisdom. The silence that is the 
golden while speech is silver – quietude.“

more on http://forumist.com/portfolio/black-noise/
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Curator: Ekmel Ertan
Co-curator: Darko Fritz

from the curatorial text: “Post-Digital does not refer to a 
paradigm that follows the digital. On the contrary post-
digital refers to the present time when digital technologies 
have become ordinary and embedded, indeed normalized 
within our everyday life and culture. It refers to the fact the 
digital has completed its revolution and became ordinary. In 
the last thirty years we have lived through the digital trans-
formation of our lives with great participation and enthu-

siasm and yet we have also tried to take account of this 
process by producing critical artworks and theories. How-
ever all that we have criticized and accepted, even what we 
failed to capture has now become everyday reality.

This exhibition aims to explore the histories in becoming af-
ter the real and seemingly permanent entry of the digital 
into our lives. It begins from the beginning and looks at the 
first attempts, first artistic products of the 1960s and 70s. 
It attempts to read from the present perspective the histo-
ries that were written with each event, each research and 

artwork and that are part of the paradigm we live in now.”

you can find more about the exhibition on 
http://postdigital.amberplatform.org.
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The Exhibiton “Commons Tense: New Media Arts from Tur-
key”, curated by Ekmel Ertan and Fatih Aydoğdu, realized in 
15–30 September 2012 in Electriciteitsfabriek, Den Haag 
(NL), produced by amberPlatform in cooperation with To-
daysArt Festival, in frame of the celebration program 
TRNL400 – 400 Years of diplomatic relations between Tur-
key and Nederlands, with the support of Ministery of For-
eign Affairs of Turkey. Artists: Bager AKBAY, Özlem ALKIS, 
Sedef AYDOGAN & Özgün KILIÇ, Fatih AYDOGDU, Mehmet 
ERKÖK, Ekmel Ertan, Osman KOÇ, Nagehan KURALI & Selin 
ÖZÇELIK, Ebru KURBAK, Ali MIHARBI, Ahmet Sertaç ÖZTÜRK, 

Onur SÖNMEZ & Jaak KAEVATS, CandaS SISMAN.

The decade that followed 9/11 witnessed a radical regres-
sion of communal energies, forcing us to live strictly in in-
dividual spheres; the fear and control society in the guise 
of a war on terror, the tendency of nation-states to impose 
their ideological agendas onto everyone and everything un-
der their control and the conflicts and collaborations of a 
global consumerist economy that urges the rapid privati-
zation of public goods have all taken a toll on the common 
values of human societies around the Globe. The commons 

that we need to regain entail a broad spectrum. They range 
from ecological unbalances, which result from the privati-
zation of natural resources, to the ‘de facto’ privatization 
of judicial systems, which has led to the degradation of a 
justice that is common to all.

Commons Tense (TodaysArt, Den Haag, 2012)cu
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“Playface Intercult” exhibition in Quarter 21 at Museum 
Querter; Wien, Austuria, March 2011

Co-curated with Ekmel Ertan, Martin Kaltenbrunner and 
Georg Russeger. 

“PlayFace InterCult” offers a playful exploration of the in-
terfaces between humans and machines, curated by Ekmel 
Ertan, Martin Kaltenbrunner, and Georg Russegger.

On view in the freiraum quartier21 INTERNATIONAL exhibi-

tion space, it is presented in cooperation with the Federal 
Ministry for European and International Affairs and fea-
tures selected projects by the Interface Culture Lab at the 
Linz University of Art and young media art from the Istan-
bul-based amber Art and Technology Platform.

Participating artists include Nagehan Kurali (TUR),Osman 
Koc (TUR),Muharrem Yildirim (TUR) & Aytac Kanaci (TUR), 
Ahmet Türkoglu (TUR), Murat Durusoy (TUR), Selin Özcelik 
(TUR), Vesela Mihaylova (BUL), Timothy Devine (AUS), Tiago 
Martins (POR), Ricardo O’Nascimento (BRA), Andreas Zing-

erle (AUT), Reinhard Gupfinger (AUT), Mar Canet (ESP), 
Jayme Cochrane (CAN), and Travis Kirton (CAN). The exhib-
its are interactive and designed to provide visitors with a 
hands-on experience.
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amberFestival is the first and the only festival in the field of 
Art and Technology organized in Istanbul. I am yhe founder 
and artistic director of the amberFestival since its incep-
tion in 2007.

amberFestival aims at fostering new forms of artistic ex-
pression through the possibilities of new technologies. am-
berFestival promotes new technologies in art.

amberFestival is an annual thematic festival. The themes 
provide us  to bring the critical issues regarding technology 
into public attention and opens up a discussion through the 
art.

amberFestival targets a wide range of audience and par-
ticipants including artists, art students, academics, art 
followers, youth and children, in short everybody who can 

and cannot use new technologies in their daily life. amber-
Festival intends for extending the audience of the art and 
technology field as well as for developing new audience for 
art through the technology component it has. amberFesti-
val fosters to change the young generations’ perception of 
technology from consumption to creation. 

amber Art and Technology Festival (Istanbul, 2007-2015)ar
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Media Works



61m Kahya Bey Street is a collaborative documentary proj-
ect continuing in Ömer Hayyam, in Tarlabaşı district. ‘ art-
ists are working with children to document the life of the 
neighbourhood. The project is going to be shown at the 
exhibition titled “We Decide How We Recide” in the frame 
of Wohnungsfrage at Haus Der Kulturen Der Welt in Berlin. 
Please click for more about the local project , the exhibition 
and the conference .

“We Decide How We Recide” is the title of the exhibition that 
is curated and organized by HKW (Haus Der Kulturen Der 
Welt) and going to take place at HKW in Berlin. Other invited 
artists/groups are Kotti Shop from Berlin and La Folie Kilo-
mètre from Marseilles.

Wohnungsfrage Conference: the framing event of the work-
shop and exhibition organized by HKW, is taking place in the 

frame of Wohnungsfrage Conference

http://wfrage.amberplatform.org
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theCube is a public art project, which is a sculpture as well 
as a virtual gallery.

theCube is a conceptual gallery, a white cube converted 
inside-out. The codes on the three faces of the cube con-
nect the audience to the artworks exhibited in the virtual 
gallery, utilizing a smart mobile device. theCube also moves 
the gallery outdoor to the public space. Therefore it is a 
literally public gallery which is available to the by passers in 
public space.
The audience needs a smart phone with a QR-Code reader 

application installed, to reach the gallery through the sculp-
ture. If you have a smart phone you can easily install a QR-
Code reader and capture the code to enjoy the artworks in 
the connected rooms of the virtual gallery but also visit the 
other exhibitions in other rooms.

As a public artwork, theCube takes the increasing number 
of the mobile gadgets into consideration and suggest using 
the technology for a cultural purpose. theCube moves the 
gallery out to the public space in a private manner through 
the smart mobile devices.

theCube has many achievements like being a sculpture and 
a public art work, letting the white-cube (the conventional 
gallery) really public out on the street; connecting virtual to 
physical and local and letting virtual get concrete; creating 
one internationally accessible yet local gallery; letting the 
virtual gallery visible and accessible to non-web-users.

theCube (2011-2015)pu
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Blow In is an online system for diverse communities to 
share an event physically-yet-online.

Blow In connects people remotely yet in a physical way in 
order to achieve a goal. The participants have to blow into 
a DIY windmill to constitute and partake in its action.  The 
action can be a protest against the stupidity of a politician, 
public lies or generic injustice. Artists can use this tool 
to publicly activate their work. Activist can use it to bring 
people together for a cause. Friends can play online games 
based on physical effort. Even believers can pray remotely 

but communally. 

Blow In is a web-based system. On the web site you can find 
all the information, instructions and applications you need. 
As a participant you select the event you will participate. 
Before the time of the event you will get reminder emails. 
At the time of the event you get online, select the way to 
Blow In and start the related application. The application 
will guide you. You start blowing in simultaneously with all 
the networked participants. During the event you will see 
the visualizations, which show the total power created by 

all the participants as well as your own participation to the 
sum. At the same time, you will also watch the final effect 
of the Blow In session which can be another visualization 
or a sound or a video which shows the achieved action in 
real time.

Blow In is being produced in the frame of E-Tribal Art proj-
ect.

Blow In (2009)ne
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This installation consists of two television sets facing each 
other. In one of the televisions, we see a man is sitting 
cross-legged on the floor and watching the other television 
while continuously zapping. This is a video fed by a com-
puter connected to the television. The other television is re-
ceiving the current broadcast and changing channels while 
the man on the opposite television is zapping.

In this installation, I am interested in the notions of reality, 
image and interaction through the media. I like to force the 
viewer to ask questions on the real, the reality of the image 

and the interaction in today’s mediatized world.

This installation interrogates the relation between the real-
ity, the media and the viewer through the shift in time and 
space. Two televisions that are looking at each other are in 
a meaningless relationship. This meaningless relationship 
is not much different then similar situations in our daily life. 
The image of the man in the television suggests that the 
media transforms its viewer and imprisons him in its own 
virtual domain.  Although the fact that the man can still con-
trol the other television might prompt us to question the 

supposition of imprisonment, this is a meaningless interac-
tion in which two devices are performing a human action 
through the representation of a human. The representa-
tion of the viewer as an image or an image as the viewer 
inspires questions on the image of the broadcast on the 
other television.
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Memory #1 (2006)
Memory #1 is an interactive installation. A panning view of 
Bosporus is projected on the screen. When the audience 
enters in the installation space, according to the move-
ment of the audience, the sliding image becomes blurred 
except the buildings belong to the old, which are symbolize 
a period of Bosporus. Those ones continue sliding on the 

blurred background of accumulated pixels of the images of 
the parts belong today. And an old song from the voice of 
Safiye Ayla is heard. 

This is an installation that stimulates the memories of the 
participant through his/her own movement in the installa-

tion space. The first version is based on the Bosporus Is-
tanbul. 
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choreography and performance: Özlem Alkis and Pep Gar-
rigues; real-time light installation: Ekmel Ertan

When I join in the team, the piece was already had its unique 
identity. Additional lighting should have fit in the piece’s al-
ready established aura but also open up a new dimension for 
the dancers to extend the piece. The piece was very minimal 
and clear in the use of space and body; additional light should 
have been acting in the same manner. I decided to use mov-
ing light stripes, which are, form wise, continuation of the 
frames that are on the stage. I wanted the light stripes func-
tioning conceptually besides being graphic elements. Per-

formers on the stage are creating - or finding themselves 
in - a strange and unknown territory, I used the light stripes 
to add the third person’s existence into the space, that could 
have been the spectator’s point of view or the big brother. 
Performers had to react to the light, but also the spectators 
are expected to react since the definition of the space that 
was presented by the performers for the first ten minutes 
of the piece, is suddenly broken and changed to the space 
where the spectators in as well. After that change in the 
territory, the light stripe replaces the frames on the stage, 
which re-defines the territory. A game of power, existence 
and governing starts between the bodies and either the light 

or the definition of the space by the light.  
Performed at: Festival J’en rève, Fondation Cartier, Paris 
FANCE / Centre National de Danse Contemporaine, Angers  
/ Centre National de la Danse, Pantin, Paris, FRANCE / Istan-
buldanse Festival, Aller, Istanbul, TURKEY / Festival Ile Danse  
Ajaccio, CORSE / Hebbel am Ufer HAU 3 ,Berlin, GERMANY / 
Centre Chorégraphique National de Montpellier Montpellier, 
FRANCE 
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I designed the line animations and coded a player tool for 
the piece directed by Sule Ates. Animations implemented by 
Design-Insitu. I programmed a Player tool, which  is custom 
designed and coded for this piece, also can be used in simi-
lar performances. It is open source and free to use. You can 
download and use it, see http://forumist.com for more. I also 
did the graphic design for the piece, inc poster, invitations, 
etc.
 

Hero’s Handbook is written by: Ilhami Algör Adapted & Di-

rected by: Sule Ates Digital Dramaturgy: Ekmel Ertan Light 
Design:Yüksel Aymaz Assistant Director: Tanju Girisken Per-
former: Deniz Celiloglu

Adapted from Ilhami Algör’s novels Albayım Beni Nezahat ile 
Evlendir (Colonel, Marry Me to Nezahat) and Fakat Müzeyyen 
Bu Derin Bir Tutku (But Müzeyyen, This is a Deep Passion), 
this performance tells the story of a man who takes a mind 
trip following the image of a “hero” in the streets of Istanbul. 
Accompanied by a video animation, this entertaining story 
takes the audience to the naive and familiar world of black 
and white movies and questions the image of “heroic man” 

in the minds of a generation who grew up with these images.

Co-Produced by: Talimhane Tiyatrosu, Istanbul Theatre Fes-
tival

Hero’s Handbook (2016)da
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Photography Works



Whirling Istanbul (2003, The Marmara, NYC)
Usually photographs become entities by what is left out; the 
scene you picture is an isolated individual presence of what 
you see. Yet, we were intending to document Istanbul as a 
whole with its unending vibrant life and not the inidividual 
components that constitute this whole. This is the reason 
why we chose 360-degree panoramic photography as a 
medium of expression. Istanbul is a city that forces you to 
live its own way; you can never ignore its rules. Regular 
panoramic photographs equal all objects included, but this 
is not what Istanbul forced us to do. It made us change the 

order of things and we ended up with an optically distorted 
horizon line. Horizon line here is not the regular linear spine 
of the scene; rather, it comes further from where it was 
taken as granted and becomes an object itself. The result-
ing visual conglomerate depicts the richness of daily life “all 
around” Istanbul and can be seen as a “natural” collage.

These photographs were taken as separate images with 
a compact digital camera and then stiched digitally on the 
computer environment. The distorted perception obtained 

is purely optical. Exhibited in New York, Ankara, Diyarbakır.

This was a collaborative work, created with Murat Germen. 
Other images of this serie can be found on 
http://forumist.com
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City and Eye (1997, La MaMA La Galleria, NYC)
City & Eye was exhibited in La Mamma La Galleria, New York, 
in 1997.  It was about Istanbul. The photographs taken in 
streets of Istanbul. Subjects cover a wide range from peo-
ple to places. Some  photos created with analog effects of 
the time, like toasting slides, etc.. Upper image shows the 

actual exhibition.

I photographed Istanbul continuously for three months for 
this exhibition. The exhibition space is also divided approxi-
mately 3m to 3m black and white prints on rough paper. 

Exhibition was open for a month.
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Innertime Multiplication : People (2015)ph
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This is 29.17 meter long, 1.5 meter high image to be printed 
with three pixels in a centimeter. This effect makes it only 
possible to be perceived by seeing at least 10 meters away. 
This photo is designed for indoor when the required space 

is available but effective outdoor as well with a reduction on 
image quality due to the resolution of  outdoor print materi-
als. 

This can be also applied indoor as  extracted selections. 
(Not exhibited)
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Laboro Ergo Sunt (2015)
When we talk about how the digital revolution has increas-
ingly turned our lives around in the last three decades, we 
fix our gaze on the center stage and focus on the results. 
Our ways of doing things, from health to security, from edu-
cation to entertainment have changed. This has made our 
life easier as much as it has caused complications. Never-
theless, a world where everyone is reachable anytime is a 

world much different from before.

One single thing is same which is that “we work for others!” 
The title is referring to famous quote of Descartes, “I think 
Therefore I am”  -Cogito ergo sum- with two tweaks: first 
not cogito but laboro (I work) and second not sum (I am) but 
sunt (they are)!

8 photos, 10x10 cm, Fine Art Print, with frame
1 triptych, 30x10 cm, Fine Art Print, with frame
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